
Introducing Hello Lamp Post
Modernise engagement - increase audience 
insights and staff efficiency



The user engagement layer for 

hard-to-staff locations

● Provide information

● Give instructions

● Gather feedback/ insights

● Reduce operating costs

What is Hello Lamp Post?



Intelligent virtual agents for the real world

● Quicker, easier & more cost efficient engagement

● More efficient service delivery - staff & operational cost savings

● Increase audience insights and data

● Increased public participation, across diverse and underrepresented audiences





Chat in 3 easy steps

1. Scan to say “Hello” 2. Read the message 3. Send a reply





Interactive Persona Types

What will you bring to life?

Daily Use Objects
Give a voice to the 

familiar objects your 
community see and 

interact with every day

Beloved Objects
Bring to life to the 
special things your 

community are 
especially fond of

Places
Activate the places 

where your community 
go to live, work and 
enjoy themselves

Virtual Persona
No fixed location; can be 

accessed via social 
media, emails and other 

comms

Website Persona
This persona exists as a 

chat window on your 
website, ready to help 

and engage



Benefits for people:

● Encourage your community to get involved in 

decision making by providing their feedback

● Accessible tech for all ages (SMS)

● No downloads/ forms/ fees

● Rich, interactive experiences

● Always operational, 24/7



Benefits to organisations:

● Reduce engagement costs by capita, using 

low-cost, scalable approach to community 

engagement

● Increase public participation and feedback 

gathering

● Save staff time and reduce the number of physical 

events you have to organise

● Reach diverse audiences

● Live communication channel, open 24/7/ 365



The Engagement Hub

The Engagement Hub is your bespoke Hello Lamp Post 

dashboard. You can use it to engage with your community 

live and in the moment.

● View top-level statistics

● See responses for every question

● Learn how your community feels about issues, with 

our sentiment analysis AI tool

● Access custom reports shared by our team of insight 

specialists

● Stay up to date and respond to new circumstances



Case Studies



Sydney Harbour Federation Trust
New South Wales, Australia

Objectives:

Outcomes:

● A live 24-7 visitor experience that can run 
without staff present

● Make visitor feedback paperless, easy and 
interactive

● Give time back to service and entertainment 
teams and help them focus on priorities

● Saved 736 days of staff time on customer 
support tasks

● Saved the Trust $268,923 on gathering feedback 
from their community 

● Visitors who identify as Aboriginal or Torres Strait 
Islanders were represented through our 
platform by 33% above the national average

49,444
User Messages



Environment Agency
National, UK

Objectives:

Outcomes:

● Direct the public to improve their home and 
personal flood preparedness

● Increase audience reach, without increasing 
costs

● Reduce their carbon footprint for engagement 
activity

● Reduced engagement costs per capita by ~92% 
(12× better value)

● After just 6 months, The EA SW team would have 
to carry out 40+ in-person engagement events

● Reduced carbon footprint by 4.93 tonnes (and 
rising)

● Increased community preparedness, 
engagement and reach

● Improved insight into public behaviour; new 
public sentiment & opinion data

16,690
User Messages



North Lanarkshire Council 
Scotland

Objectives:

Outcomes:

● Increase community access to valuable resources and 
support

● Reduce the incidence of suicide in the council area
● Promote wellness tools, strategies and experiences to all 

members of the community

● 60% of current users identified themselves as “at 
risk” and have been given access to appropriate 
resources and support services

● Provided local support when full-time staff wouldn’t 
have been viable

● One in three users have been referred to vital mental 
health support and guidance

● In the town of Airdrie, one person identified 
themselves as ‘at-risk’ within 24 hours of activation

● A 33% decrease in the number of suicides borough 
wide in the space of a year

1,347/year
User Messages



MediaCity
Greater Manchester, UK

Objectives:

Outcomes:

● Reduce the strain on customer service staff
● Improve the customer experience by creating a 

network of interactive info-points
● Gather visitor satisfaction insights and measure 

community sentiment

● Saved staff 20 days of time by automating visitor 
queries

● Reduced the frequency of visitor queries 
handled by staff

● Improved the quality and quantity of 
community feedback

3,101/year
User Messages



Porthmadog 
Gwynedd, Wales

Objectives:

Outcomes:

● Improve Porthmadog as a visitor destination
● Promote the Welsh Highland Railway and local 

businesses
● Find out what visitors and residents think about 

a range of issues

● Reduced the cost of gathering visitor feedback
● Reduced staff time spent on answering public 

queries
● Improved the relationship between the council 

and local businesses
● Improved visitor experience; increased dwell 

time and spending

1,753/year
User Messages



Wandsworth Borough Council
London, UK

Objectives:

Outcomes:

● Provide residents with a service to report 
fly-tipping anonymously

● A deterrent ‘neighbourhood’ watch

● Staff time and operational savings by 
automating processes

● Increased frequency of fly-tipping reports - 70+ 
so far

● Reduced instanced of fly-tipping
● Improved trust and communication between 

the council and residents



Westminster City Council
London, UK

Objectives:

Outcomes:

● Gather opinions, insights and background 
information from visitors to The Mound

● Give visitors access to more information on the 
project

● Keep project spend on target, and as 
cost-effective as possible

● Demonstrated the value of the installation. 
Despite the negative press, over half the 
respondents rated it “excellent” (scored: 9/10 and 
higher)

● Improved the visitor experience
● Delivered on time, on budget and at an efficient 

cost per capita
● Improved insights into visitor opinions and 

demands



NHS Royal United Hospital Bath
Stakeholder Engagement

Objectives:

● Encourage patients to complete the FFT survey

● Save time for nurses and administrative staff

Outcomes:

● Reduced the hours spent by staff on administration 

processes

● Increased the quantity of completed surveys

● Digitised their engagement method

Tiernan@HLP.city
www.HLP.city


